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Introduction The assessment of local tissue diffusion anisotropy using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is known to be problematic in 
regions of tissue that contain an admixture of tissue types or multiple fiber orientations. One approach to this problem is high angular 
resolution DTI [1-4] but this is still ultimately limited in tissue which exhibit highly anisotropic diffusion only on a scale much smaller than 
the voxel size, but with little coherence on the scale of the voxel size.  Recently, this problem has been approached with "multiple 
scattering" methods [4-6] that apply multiple q-space encoding gradients between successive refocusing pulses so that net signal is 
sensitive to local variations in diffusion.  We present a novel method for the imaging of local diffusion anisotropy based on the integration 
of the multiple scattering concept within the framework of a hyperecho diffusion weighted sequence [7].  We present the basic theory of 
hyperecho COherence Pathway Selection (hyperCOPS) DTI and preliminary results obtained on fixed mouse brains at 11.7T.  
Theory The general two-pulse hyperecho diffusion weighted sequence [7] is shown in Fig 1.  Each coherence pathway has a different 
diffusion sensitivity which can be modified by altering the inner and outer diffusion encoding gradient pulses.  For n1 orientations of 
g1and n2  independent orientations of g2, this results in n1n2 images. The vector difference between g1 and g2 (Fig 2) modulates the 
directional sensitivity, the flip angle α  modulates the fraction of spins in each pathway, and Δ12 varies the time scale of the encoding.  The 
diffusion sensitized signal can be computed analytically for each of the three potential pathways.  The final amplitudes of the separate 
pathways are Iste = .5IoFste sin2(α ), Iise = IoFise cos4 (α / 2) , Idse = IoFdse sin4 (α / 2) , where log(Fise )∝ (q1 + q2 )2 , and log(Fdse )∝ (q1 − q2 )2 . 
Simulation Numerical simulations of hyperCOPS diffusion sensitivity focussed on the dependency of the signal on three parameters: the 
flip angle α  the inner (hyper) gradient separation Δ2 , and the eigenstructure of the local diffusion tensor, as characterized by rλ = λ+ /λ|| .  
Fibers were assumed cylindrically symmetric: λ = {λ+ ,λ+ ,λ||} .  The signal in a voxel is calculated by determining the signal 
from n diffusion tensors of identical eigenstructure but rotated by a random angle Ω .  The net diffusion is therefore, on average, isotropic, 
despite emanating from n  local, anisotropic regions.  The signal was calculated for variations in the parameters {α,Δ2,rλ}, with the other 
parameters fixed at the following values that closely approximated those used in our experiments: following fixed parameters: 

(δ1,δ2 ) = (2,2.5)ms , (ε1,ε 2 ) = (5,15)ms and the following variable parameters:
  

α = [ 0o ,90o ] , (Δ1,Δ 2 ) = [12.5,4.3]ms . Relaxation was 
neglected. The results, shown in Fig 3, are displayed as differences in the FA between the standard (ste) diffusion encoded signal and the 
hyperCOPS encoding for a single direction of the inner (hyper) diffusion encoding gradient for full set of outer (ste) encoding gradient 
directions, and show clear variations from standard encoding and exhibit an optimal combination for (α,Δ2 ) .  
Imaging Data were acquired on an 11.7T Bruker Avance system with: TR/TM/TE= 250ms/16.0/12.5ms, slice = 1.5mm, FOV = 20mm x 
12mm, matrix = 160 x 96, {gd ,ste ,gd,hyp } = {600,750}mT /m , (δ1,δ2 ) = (2,2.5)ms , (Δ1,Δ 2 ) = [12.5,4.3]ms . The echo time was 

TE = 8.7ms and the mixing time was TM = 8.5ms. A total of 19 + 2x64 +162 = 403 images were collected. 
Data Analysis The diagonals of the array of n1n2 images exhibit constant Δq  but increasing angles ϕ  between q1 and q2 . The matrix of 
magnitudes can be considered to be symmetric toeplitz.  Each of the diagonals can be treated as separate DTI datasets, sensitized by a 

unique Δqand a range of ϕ . The k diagonals generate tensors Di ≡ D(Δqi ,ϕ i ),{i,...,k}, for which the fractional anisotropy (FA) can be 

calculated. Both mean(FA) and var(FA) over all tensors Dican then be interpreted as a measure of local, intravoxel diffusion anisotropy, 
although this precise relationship is currently not well understood. 
Results and Conclusion The hypothesis of this study is that var(FA) over the diagonal hyperCOPS tensors will highlight tissues that 
possess a high degree of microscopic anisotropy, such as gray matter. hyperCOPS results obtained in fixed mouse brain at high field 
display tissue dependent contrast that appears to be consistent with this hypothesis in cortical gray matter, but shows a complex signal 

dependence in subcortical regions. The mean and variance of the FA over all Diare shown in Fig 4, respectively. Further work is necessary 
to confirm the local anisotropy hypothesis and explore the rich information content of the hyperCOPS dataset. 
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Fig 1. hyperCOPS sequence. 
Fig 2. q1 − q2 for all n2  
encoding combinations. 

Fig 3. Simulation: FA 
(α,Δ2 )  for rλ = 10 . 

Fig 4. (Top) mean(FA), (Bottom) 

var(FA) over all Di. 
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